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RFS will create a buzz at IBC in Amsterdam 
 
BCAT – the new and time saving software for tuning your filter 
 

Colombes (France) July, 10 - Radio Frequency 
Systems (RFS), the global wireless and 
broadcast infrastructure specialist, will create a 
buzz at this year’s IBC in Amsterdam. 
 
 
RFS will feature its BCAT software that makes it both 
quick and easy to tune filters. “Before now you had to go 
to the lab and a skilled technician needed almost a day to 
tune in the filter correctly,” explains Mick Bennett, Global 
Product Line Manager Broadcast at RFS. “Now we offer a 
software solution to tune filters in 30 minutes with the 
greatest of ease.”  
 

Plus, RFS is showcasing its PeakPower+ filters at Amsterdam’s broadcast show. Visitors to the RFS 
booth will also see an RFS combiner for use with the PeakPower+ filters and RFS’ broadband 
couplers and the widely known HELIFLEX air-dielectric coaxial transmission lines. 
 
To learn more about RFS’s total RF system capability and its full portfolio of solutions, visit the 
company’s stand at IBC 2012: Hall 8 Stand B34, RAI Amsterdam, 7th to 11th September, 2012. 
 
 
Trademarks: RFS® is a registered trademark of Radio Frequency Systems. All other trademarks are 
the property of their respective owners. 
 
About RFS 
Radio Frequency Systems (RFS) is a global designer and manufacturer of cable, antenna and tower 
systems, plus active and passive RF conditioning modules, providing total-package solutions for 
outdoor and indoor wireless infrastructure.  
 
RFS serves OEMs, distributors, system integrators, operators and installers in the broadcast, wireless 
communications, land-mobile and microwave market sectors. As an ISO compliant organization with 
manufacturing and customer service facilities that span the globe, RFS offers cutting-edge engineering 
capabilities, superior field support and innovative product design. RFS is a leader in wireless 
infrastructure. 
 
For more information: www.rfsworld.com; Follow us on Twitter (www.twitter/RFSworld.com) 
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